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QUICK

CHANGE

ARTISTS
Glen Oaks Club has always adapted to the

times; its championship moment is just

the latest challenge.  BY RAY TENNENBAUM

Photography by L.C. Lambrecht
The ninth hole of the Blue nine (the

finishing hole for the composite Met

Open course) sweeps around a pond

and heads uphill to a green sitting just

below the clubhouse. 

W
hen the Glen Oaks Club, site of this

year’s Met Open (August 22–24),

decided to overhaul its 27 holes in the

fall of 2011, the idea was not to position

the Old Westbury club as one of the

best golf facilities on Long Island; nor to attract the attention

of the MGA for its Open; nor to lure the PGA Tour, which last

fall selected Glen Oaks to host the 2017 Northern Trust (née

Barclays); nor to expand the notion of what a Long Island golf

course could be.
It just worked out that way.

The three nines, conceived by Joe Finger and completed in 1971,

were well designed and maintained, always a great test of golf. 

Certainly the members weren’t unhappy with how it played—in part

because as general manager Jeff Riegler observes, “This isn’t a club

where people join just for the golf—some are more dedicated players

than others, and many of them are excited about the conditions of the

course, but no one joins just for the golf, it’s more about a complete

package.” Along with seven Har-Tru tennis courts and a pool, that

bountiful package includes one of the best kitchens in the Met Area,

where Alex Lee, former head chef at Daniel reigned for thirteen years

before being succeeded this past April by his former Glen Oaks sous

chef Amado Ochoa.

Things changed in 2009 when the club needed to find a replace-

ment for its retiring golf course superintendent, Richard Struss, and

Craig Currier’s name kept coming up. Then-club president Howard

Smith knew Currier’s reputation as a tireless worker who had been

at Augusta National and Garden City Golf Club before achieving

national recognition by readying the Black course for two U.S. Opens,

but there was no indication he was inclined to leave Bethpage. As the

club began the process of interviewing applicants, Smith sought out

Currier for a series of private meetings to get to know him better and

to acquaint him with the club.

Currier liked a lot of what he saw at Glen Oaks—“A lot of the holes

were good, and the greens were good,” he recalls—but age and fash-

ion had taken their toll. “The bunkers were repetitive; it was front

right, front left, and back. And the greens were elevated, but you could

barely see the bunkers. And the peripheral stuff ... there were a lot of

overgrown beds, and a lot of asphalt, and railroad ties, and plantings

that had gotten out of control.”

His response to the club’s overtures came from a conviction that

the course needed an overhaul. “I said, ‘If you want a guy to just come

in and not change anything, or you’re happy with the course, then

don’t hire me.’”

Just how much work did Glen Oaks need? Having served Glen Oaks

as head professional since 2000, Tim Shifflett—who had been head

pro at Middle Bay after working as an assistant at Inwood—has per-

haps the best vantage point. “There’d been a lot of talk about improv-

ing the course through the years. Too many holes looked the same,

the course was un-memorable, and there were a lot of overhanging

trees in play. They would do little things to try to improve the course –

they put in a new irrigation system my first year here, and around

11–12 years ago they redid all the bunkers.

“But nobody saw the changes Craig envisioned when he came here.”

Howard Smith was inclined to give Currier free rein: “Not a knock

on anybody that worked here previously, but I just felt we had such a

beautiful piece of property, and our golf course is really probably our

most important asset. I just felt that we needed to have a plan.”



Shortly after Currier came on late in

2009, he set to work on a new short-game

practice area, a project Smith had envi-

sioned for years. At Currier’s urging, the

club brought in McDonald Golf, the com-

pany based in Jessup, Maryland, with whom

he’d worked at Bethpage, to put together a

design. Currier began to consult with Shif-

flett, along with McDonald senior designer

Joel Weiman, to formulate an approach to

reinvent all three nines.

Reinvention seems to be in Glen Oaks’

DNA. The club was founded in 1924 on land

bought from the Vanderbilt estate on the

Nassau-Queens border, south of Lake Suc-

cess – the Vanderbilt Mansion, atop a hill,

overlooked a woodsy, scenic golf course

designed by Wilfred H. Follett, who had

apprenticed under Devereux Emmet. Three

years later, construction of the Northern

State Parkway sliced through the club: 40

acres were condemned, and 18 acres north

of the roadway, including the clubhouse,

were cut off from the rest of the grounds.

The club rerouted the course and built a

new clubhouse at the western edge of the

property, which was unveiled at a gala open-

ing where New York City Mayor Jimmy

Walker was the featured speaker.

Shortly after the United States entered

World War II, sensitive defense work began

across Lakeville Road, and so the govern-

ment shut the club down for the duration.

The 130 Glen Oaks members leased the

Lakeville Club and played there until the end

of the war when they returned to their orig-

inal site, having nearly doubled in number.

The club enjoyed the postwar years with

prosperity and relative calm. Clubhouse

construction projects brought in a new

cocktail lounge and dining area. Meanwhile,

development in Queens accelerated, with

Long Island Jewish Hospital opening just

south of the club in 1955. By the late 1960s,

Glen Oaks was running out of room to

expand, so the club sold the property—

making way for what would become North

Shore Towers—and purchased 250 acres in

Old Westbury. The new golf course was

ready to play by Labor Day of 1971, the day

the club had to vacate the old premises; the

new, ample clubhouse opened in May, 1972.

Recent construction has created elegant

new dining areas inside and out.

This was the site—always a 27-hole facil-

ity—on which Currier, Weiman, and Shif-

flett discussed what a new Glen Oaks might

look like. They surveyed the wealth of golf

courses in the Met Area and decided they

wanted no part of them as their model. “The

whole Met Area is so rich in great golf course

architecture,” explains Weiman. “You can’t

do Shinnecock better than Shinnecock,

National better than National, or Friars

Head better than Friars Head, so why try?

We went to something completely unique

to the area.” That “something” was in the tra-
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Top: The renovation project undertaken by Glen Oaks and McDonald Golf senior designer

Joel Weiman removed trees, opened vistas, and altered bunkers as amply demonstrated on

the 3rd hole of White. Above, the Glen Oaks clubhouse exemplifies early-‘70s modernist

architecture.
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dition of American mid-twentieth century

parkland courses, of which Augusta National

is the greatest examplar – though Currier

also cites as inspiration the bunkering at the

Robert Trent Jones/Bobby Jones-designed

Peachtree Golf Club in Atlanta, which he

and Shifflett visited after making a trip to

the Masters in 2010, as well as Perry

Maxwell’s Southern Hills Country Club, and

Royal Melbourne (“the way the fairways run

right into the bunkers, though we don’t have

any noses quite as crazy as they do there”).

Weiman elaborates: “That very clean,

high sand flash, the fairway edges tying right

into the bunkers so there’s no rough grass

interface between the sand and the fairway

itself.”

“And vistas,” notes Shifflett. “To be able

to look up and see a panoramic view when

you’re out there playing.”

The short-game practice area provided

them a way to test out their ideas. “It was

one of the quick things I could do,” said

Smith, “to give them an opportunity to

show what they could do. That was really

the start of us figuring out, ‘Gee, we really

need to do a master plan, and Joel and

McDonald would be the right people.’ It 

certainly gave the membership a better idea

of what the vision was for the golf course.”

When the facility got an enthusiastic

response, the trio went to work on the plan.

Weiman leveraged the strengths of Glen

Oaks’ original nines: “The routing remained

unchanged, and the green surfaces them-

selves were really strong, and the angles, the

dimensions, and the diagonals for the

greens were pretty strong; but the green 

surrounds and the sand hazard placements

didn’t take full advantage of the elegantly-

designed greens.

“So, we worked backwards from the

greens, figured out the angles and our strat-

egy of bunker placement. That drove design

decisions as far as where the fairways were

enlarged, where they were moved, and

where the bunkers were placed.”

Shifflett characterizes the collaboration

as three distinct viewpoints serving the

same vision. “Joel’s job was to design, that’s

what he does, he’s the architect, and he’s wor-

ried about the little things – for instance,

how are you going to move water when it

rains and you build these bunkers? Craig

looked at the design and the look, obviously,

but also how he’s going to maintain it. Once

they started showing me designs, my con-

cern was playability – to take the point of

view of all the levels of golfer we have, and

ask how each would like it: the low handi-

cap golfer, the mid-handicap, the high-

handicap.

“We didn’t want to make the course

more penal for the golfer trying to break

100. For the golfer who shoots mid-80 to 90,

we wanted to keep it the same as far as diffi-

culty – but then for the guy who’s breaking

80, we definitely if anything wanted to make

it a little more challenging. And we needed

to assess how each golfer would perceive

each little change, whether they would like

it or not.”

At times Shifflett found himself advocat-

ing for the preservation of one or another

of the courses’ original characteristics.

“They wanted to make Red #2 a drivable 

par-4, a 300-, 320-yard hole. And I fought

them tooth and nail, because it was one of

only two holes that we had on the property

where the second shot plays downhill –

we’re either hitting level or we’re hitting up

to a green on pretty much every hole here,

and we really have only two holes where

you’re hitting from say 150 yards down to a

green. If you made it a drivable hole, you’re

taking that away. And I fought, and fought,

and we kept that hole with the length it 

originally had been.”

Not long after work began in the fall of

2011, Hurricane Irene unleashed its fury on

the region, but what was a disaster for most

of Long Island proved to be a bonanza for

the project, felling hundreds and hundreds
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Shifflett and Currier on the golf course they helped reshape.

Dates: August 22–24, 2016

Location: Glen Oaks Club, 175 Post Road, 

Old Westbury, N.Y.

Eligibility: Met Area golf professionals, or amateurs

with a Handicap Index of 4.0 or lower.

Format: Three rounds of stroke play; a final field of

140, reduced to the low 60 plus ties after 36 holes.

Entry into the field is determined by one-round

sectional qualifying at six locations, plus players

holding exemptions based on past performances.

Golf Course: Glen Oaks is a 27-hole facility; the

composite course for the Met Open will consist of

the following holes in this order: White 1 and 2;

Red 4 and 5; White 3 and 6–9; Blue 1–9.

Purse: $150,000 – first place professional receives $27,500.

Access: There is no admission charge for the Met Open. Parking is available on-site.

The 101st Met Open at a Glance

Ben Polland,

defending champion.
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of trees. The following year, Hurricane Sandy

took down several hundred more. The

redesign was completed in the fall of 2014.

The result is what Weiman describes as a

“formal lawn effect”:“When you walk out of

the member’s locker room toward the pro

shop, the short bentgrass fairway turf starts

right at the edge of the curb, flows across the

practice putting green into the 9 Red green

complex, flows into the number-1 Blue tee –a

very simple elegance.” Indeed, standing at the

edge of the practice green, it’s all golf course

from the soles of your shoes all the way to the

horizon – think “infinity grass.”

“I think the greatest thing that we did to

complement Mr. Finger’s design is we created

acres and acres of additional fairways,” says

Weiman, “so we actually introduced a lot of

width to the golf course. By adding that width,

we were able to introduce quite a bit of strategy,

so there’s a lot more options from the tee for

the better players as far as risk/reward and get-

ting better angles into the greens –but we also

have a more fun, more forgiving experience

for the high handicap player.” Says Craig 

Currier: “The thing I’m most proud of is every-

where you stand now, it looks good. There’s

more to playing golf than walking around the

greens, tees, and fairways – it’s about being out

in space, and feeling the air.”

It didn’t take long for word to get out about

Glen Oaks’ transformation into one of the

most distinctive tracts on Long Island. Sitting

in his office in the pro shop with Currier, 

Shifflett describes the regard Met pros have

for Glen Oaks. “Players like playing here

because it’s fair, and it’s in front of you –there’s

nothing hidden. And it doesn’t really favor one

type of player over another. Sure, length is

always an advantage no matter what golf

course you play, but you don’t have to be long

to win here. Colin Amerall won the Met PGA

here in 2009 by five shots, and he’s average at

best when it comes to length.” (Incidentally,

another reason pros enjoy coming here is the

food; years ago, area club professionals dubbed

Glen Oaks’ annual July member-pro tourna-

ment “The Knife and Fork Open” in tribute to

the superb fare. Says Shifflett, “Rick Hartmann

would joke, ‘Tim, I’m not eating for 24 hours

before I come.’”)

“Our fairways are on the generous side as

far as width, so you don’t have to drive it dead

straight, but the rough will be thick. Craig will

make sure of that, because Craig likes to pro-

tect score, it’s important to him –more impor-

tant to him than me,” says Shifflett, casting a

gently mocking glance at Currier. 

It should make for a beautiful challenge. ■

Prepare for what’s out there…

Your lightning safety solution should provide:

Advanced total lightning 
detection: early warning of 

approaching severe weather

Audible and visual 
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lightning is near

Member engagement 
through your mobile 
weather community

BE PREPARED. BE SAFE.

Learn more at: business.weatherbug.com/club-safety or call (301) 250-4097
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